Geoffrey Dearnaley was distinguished for seminal contributions to the fields of low-energy nuclear physics, semiconductor detectors for nuclear radiations, and ion channelling at megaelectronvolt energies. especially significant was his pioneering research on the ion implantation of semiconductor materials, ion implantation of metals, and ion-assisted coatings. He had a special skill in translating complex scientific concepts into industrially exploitable technologies, so his fundamental research contributions were taken up by industry in the automotive sector, electronics, and engineering. His innovations were seminal in the designs of several ion implantation systems, such as the lintott implanter, that remained a major force in semiconductor implantation after many years. later, he led the way with his second-generation 'Blue Tank' facility. It was his idea to improve the wear and oxidation resistance of metals by ion implantation, leading to successes as varied as improved resistance to high-temperature corrosion of nuclear fuel cladding and to notable reductions in wear of replacement hip joints. Geoffrey Dearnaley was a fundamental physicist who made significant original contributions to many scientific fields, and his understanding of both science and technology successfully showed industry how to exploit them. early lIFe and educatIon Geoffrey Dearnaley was born in Manchester on 22 June 1930, the only child of eric and Dora (née Crouch) Dearnaley. The family moved to Preston in 1937 and then to Blackpool, where they stayed through the war years until 1947. In Blackpool, Geoffrey first attended roseacre
the caMBrIdGe years
In 1947 Geoffrey Dearnaley went to Pembroke College, University of Cambridge, supported by both a state scholarship and the ephraim nahum Scholarship, a major scholarship. His university education was interrupted by national Service in the royal air force, from 1948 to 1949, but this he took in his stride. returning to Cambridge, he achieved first Class in Part I of the natural Sciences Tripos, winning the 1950 Blackburne-Daniell Prize, and going on to win a first-class honours degree in physics in 1952.
The natural progression for one of his ability was postgraduate research at the Cavendish laboratory, and he obtained his Ma in 1955 and his PhD in 1956 . from 1955 to 1958 he held a research fellowship at Pembroke College, allowing continuity in his work. His research through this period was on low-energy nuclear physics, notably the energy levels and properties of light nuclei. The methods, including elastic scattering and nuclear reaction studies, gave him an important base for future work. In particular, he noted the limitations of cumbersome and inefficient electromagnets for particle energy determination, and the problems of shielding electron multipliers from the associated magnetic fields. Moreover, he recognized that the elastic scattering of protons or α-particles provided a source of analytical information for thin films. His practical skills were recognized by his being appointed manager of the Cavendish Cockcroft-Walton accelerator in 1956, when he undertook a major redesign of the facility. The Cavendish laboratory in the 1950s was a remarkable place, where research was being done by nobel laureates such as Sir lawrence Bragg frS, nevill (later Sir nevill) Mott frS, francis Crick frS and James Watson (forMemrS 1981). The breadth of Geoff's subsequent interests shows his scientific curiosity and the enthusiasm he must have felt for the groundbreaking work around him at the Cavendish.
It was in 1955 that he met his future wife, Jean rosalind Beer. She was then in the final year of the Classics Tripos. They were married on 14 September 1957 in Pembroke College chapel, and spent the final year of Geoff's fellowship in Cambridge. Geoff then won a Harwell research fellowship in the nuclear Physics Division at the atomic energy research establishment of the United Kingdom atomic energy authority (UKaea).
Such Harwell research fellowships were prestigious, and-under the leadership of Sir John Cockcroft frS, the 1951 nobel laureate-Harwell was a major research institute, vigorous and with many major research strands. Sir alan Cottrell frS described this scene vividly (Cottrell 1992) , and his description makes it clear why scientists such as Geoffrey Dearnaley could mix the most basic science with novel applications. as Cottrell observed, the need was for new scientific knowledge for the solution of the practical problems … the game of atomic billiards played … by nuclear radiation. … The research on these was indistinguishable from pure scientific research except for one thing: its motivation. … Many people, including even pure scientists, have the wrong idea about applied science. They see it as merely the application of existing scientific knowledge. Very little of the Harwell work on fuel elements would have qualified as applied science on this basis, yet it was all aimed at an application. … the study of nuclear billiards inside metal crystals was applied research, because the motive was to develop a workable nuclear fuel element … but it was all applied science because its purpose was the development of nuclear power. … much deep, fundamental scientific research was done-and written up and published in learned scientific journals.
harwell: the FIrst phase Geoff took to the new research environment of a large, technology-based industry with enthusiasm. He initiated the first work outside oak ridge national laboratory on nuclear particle detectors, based on reverse-biased semiconductor diodes. at the end of his three-year fellowship, in 1965, and aged only 35 years, he was appointed Principal Scientific officer, which was regarded as the ultimate career grade for most scientists.
The year 1963 was a special one. first, the Dearnaleys' son, roger, was born in May. Second, in the autumn, Geoff went with his family to the Physics Division, los alamos national laboratory, in new Mexico. This was an exchange, originally planned for 12 months but later extended to 18 months. Third, Geoff and David Covell northrop published the seminal book Semiconductor counters for nuclear radiations (3)*. This has become something of a classic, with many people seeking the few second-hand copies that are not carefully guarded by owners who use the book.
Jean Dearnaley has described this period as one they both enjoyed enormously:
The americans were wonderfully hospitable and we made many friends, some of whom remained friends for many years, Bob and leonore leachman in particular. The high country round about was beautiful-I particularly remember the amazing clarity of the air at that time. There was a ski slope only a short drive away and we both learnt to ski, which Geoff really enjoyed. He was also very interested in the history and traditions of the Pueblo Indians. In winter there were occasional ritual dances, which took place in the open and visitors were allowed to watch discreetly. We used to go whenever we could, and I can still remember the wonderful atmosphere. We also visited old abandoned rock-cut villages from the anasasi period. There was one local walk, which we did many times, where the country was completely wild, but in places you could pick up bits of old Indian pottery and Geoff felt he could sense their presence. In the summer we did a month's camping trip, complete with [our] one-year-old, and visited yellowstone, Bryce and Zion, the Grand Canyon and yosemite. Geoff always loved wild places, and particularly mountains, and found the scale of the US exhilarating.
after their return home, the Dearnaleys had many holidays in similar wilder places, such as the lake District, the northwest of Scotland and the more mountainous parts of europe.
returning to england in the spring of 1965, the Dearnaleys bought a house in abingdon, one of the houses that had been built when Harwell was expanding rapidly. They had an extension built and did a lot of work on the house themselves. Geoff showed still further signs of practical skills: he bought a book on central heating design, and planned and fitted a complete central heating system. It worked at first go, which is quite an achievement. Geoff enjoyed 'do-it-yourself', especially when it was a challenge. He had a keen eye for the practical, not always understood by others. Dr Peter Iredale, later Director of Harwell, has recalled teatime conversations with Geoff about lithium-drifted germanium, and has described a bizarre experience with US Customs officials. Both Iredale and Geoff were on their way to a conference in the USa when the US Customs were disturbed to find an empty cardboard box in Geoff's luggage. They were seriously doubtful about Geoff's story that he brought the box simply to make sure there was enough room in his case for a transformer he planned to take home.
at Harwell, the quality of Geoff's research was recognized by his promotion, on the basis of individual merit, to Banded level, corresponding roughly to a full professor position at a time when professors were far rarer. The individual merit promotion shielded him from an increased administrative load, and reflected the substance and success of his science. Interestingly, as Jean Dearnaley-and Carol ann Campbell-recall, his mode of writing his papers never changed:
right to the end of his life he never wrote with anything but a fountain pen; and he would just sit down, with no notes, and write the whole paper straight off without a single correction. When I asked him how on earth he did it, he said he thought that he had been working on it subconsciously for some time and, when he came to write it, it was all there and all he had to do was write it down.
The Dearnaley family was growing and growing up. Their second son, nick, was born in 1970. roger won a scholarship to Winchester, a considerable achievement. Geoff had been much involved in preparations for the scholarship exam, the two of them going through a lot of the old maths and science papers together. Such examination papers were designed to test aptitude rather than knowledge and were sometimes even humorous; Jean (who helped with the languages) thought they both rather enjoyed themselves. nick likewise won a scholarship to Winchester. In 1976 roger won a scholarship to Trinity College to read mathematics. In due course, nick won an exhibition to Trinity, where he read biology.
harwell: the Major research theMes

Semiconductor radiation detectors
The early 1960s saw the remarkable development of semiconductor radiation counters. This field was brought together in the outstanding book that Geoff wrote with D. C. northrop (3), of the Services electronics research laboratory, Baldock. It brought solid state and nuclear science together in a new and significant way, illuminating both fields. Such semiconductor counters revolutionized experiments with charged nuclear particles, and showed their potential for detecting neutrons and β-particles. They were compact, were simple in structure, and could use readily available crystals. They proved ideal for a wide range of technical applications, including nuclear energy, radioisotopes, monitors for military and civil defence, and even detectors that could be swallowed.
Many very practical details were given in the book, including how performance might be optimized and the ways in which future instruments might develop. It was reprinted rapidly, and the reprint sold out again. It covered the field in its entirety, and is still in demand from libraries after 45 years. Some of the issues have gone away, such as the quality of the semiconductor material, and the realization that clean rooms are needed. But the basic ideas are very clearly given. The book shows some of the ingenuity and excitement of the time, and it is interesting that the material was often published in physics journals rather than instrumentation journals-the research was still significantly basic as well as applied. Many chapters cite Geoff's own work, including the preparation and properties of semiconductor junction counters, their uses in charged-particle spectrometry, determining the spin polarization of nuclear reaction products, and neutron detection. It was his work on semiconductor radiation detectors that won him the 1963 lord rutherford Prize of the Institute of electrical engineers.
one example of Geoff's work combining simplicity and ingenuity is a semiconductor proton recoil counter for fast neutrons (1-3). neutrons are tricky to count, not least because they carry no charge. But they have the right mass to be very effective at giving energy to protons. In the counter, neutrons ejected protons from the hydrogenous polyethylene layer covering one of two semicircular surface barrier counters. one counter measured the ejected protons plus background radiation; the other counter detected only background. The difference then gave a measure of neutron flux. However, Dr archie ferguson, Geoff's collaborator in this work, has observed that some of the approaches tried were technically feasible but were superseded by other techniques.
archie ferguson has also remarked on Geoff's ability to exploit what was around:
one local consequence of the semiconductor detector work in nuclear Physics Division was the cancellation of a project to build a costly quadrupole magnetic spectrometer for use in particlegamma-ray correlation experiments on the Tandem accelerator. It is ironic that the 8 foot by 8 foot vacuum tank in which the spectrometer was to operate (the only component actually built) was later inherited by Geoff to construct a nitrogen implanter capable of coating steel sheet about a metre wide. [Trillat 1992] . It was there that the idea of channelling was first discussed seriously with evidence. Mark T. robinson of oak ridge national laboratory presented his computer simulation of trajectories of a fast-moving atom in a crystal lattice predicting that enormously enhanced ranges might result from channelling. J. Kistemaker of the foM Institute [Institute for atomic and Molecular Physics] in amsterdam and his colleagues J. M. fluit and P. rol told us of experiments where anisotropy had been discovered in the sputtering yield of a crystal target with minima whenever the ion beam was aligned with prominent axes of the crystal and suggested that channelling might be responsible.
(amusingly, Jens lindhard in the discussion at that conference dismissed the idea, giving us several good reasons why channelling would be impossible.) I came back to my lab in Harwell full of excitement. There Stuart nelson and I had thin single crystals, thick single crystals and various ion beams up to 100 keV in common use for sputtering experiments. Within weeks we had transmitted protons through a thin crystal of gold, finding enormous enhancement when the beam was aligned with an axis; and we also found that the reflection of ions of many different types was greatly diminished whenever the beam aligned with axes or planes (nelson & Thompson 1963) . naturally the word went around as it so often did at Harwell and one day I was visited by Geoff. He asked whether channelling might affect the detectors of nuclear particles he was making out of single crystals. Would two particles of the same energy produce electrical pulses of the same size if one particle arrived in a direction aligned with an axis when the other was not? We designed experiments to find out using thin crystals he knew how to make by etching silicon and MeV particle beams from his Division's accelerator. I was also making thin crystals of Mgo by cleavage for another purpose and provided some of these. Soon we had not only confirmed that channelling does occur with MeV particles in silicon and Mgo, but Geoff had confirmed that detectors could become inaccurate in measuring the energy of particles if some were channelled and some were not. from that day on, detectors were made with the crystal tilted in order to avoid channelling.
Dr Stuart nelson, subsequently a director of aea Technology, has also recalled his experiments with Mike Thompson showing that the channelling and blocking of protons occurred when fired at single crystals. Geoff Dearnaley used his detector know-how to look at the energy spectrum of protons transmitted through thin single crystals of silicon, showing that the spectrum exhibited a long tail to higher energies in the 110 direction.
another of Geoff's discoveries was made with the megaelectronvolt beams. nelson and Dearnaley found that proton channelling could lead to characteristic patterns on a fluorescent screen placed downstream to receive outgoing particles. They saw a series of streaks radiating from a central blob, which they named 'star patterns' by analogy with those imperfect photographic images of stars sometimes recorded by astronomical telescopes. There was a blob where the crystal axis met the screen, and streaks where crystal planes intersected the screen. There was also a 'blocking effect': at wider angles of scattering, the pattern also indicated a deficiency of particles, showing as a white streak on a dark background. The 'blocking effect' showed that particles that were scattered at wider angles, because of close encounters with atomic nuclei, were blocked from travelling through any of the planes of atoms in which the scattering nucleus was located. Michael Thompson showed that the details of the patterns could be understood by using classical optics (4, 5).
Electrical switching in thin films: memristors
Geoff's wide interests, and the stimulus of working in a large technological organization, led to some projects that did not fit simply into his mainstream activities. He had become aware that thin oxide films could be switched reversibly between low-resistance and high-resistance states. This type of two-terminal device became known (much later (Strukov et al. 2008) ) as memristors, because they filled an unusual gap among possible circuit elements. The first theories proposed purely electronic mechanisms, sometimes also assuming that gold atoms had penetrated from an electrode. But Geoff knew from rutherford backscattering that there was no gold in the films. He suggested an alternative mechanism (6) (his subsequent review (7) was even translated into russian): under electrical stress, relatively conducting filaments would grow across the film, leading to a low-resistance state. If too big a current were passed, the filament would break, in some sense, restoring the high resistance (6) . With Marshall Stoneham (frS 1989; subsequently aea Chief Scientist and Massey Professor, University College london) and Vernon Morgan (subsequently a professor at Cardiff University), Geoff went on to consider the growing body of evidence and what experiments might show. at the time, the systems did not seem to compete well with existing technologies: they could be cycled only a few hundred times and were not easy to control. forty years on, there has been a resurgence of interest (Strukov et al. 2008) , with results broadly in line with the ideas in his review at the time (7) . Marshall Stoneham has recalled a visit with Geoff to aWre, the atomic Weapons research establishment at aldermaston, to discuss these devices. The aWre staff were very evasive as to possible uses. eventually, we asked the question, 'Do they need to be switched more than once?' 'Well,' came the answer, 'we need to test them a few times as well-we must be sure they work if they ever have to.'
Ion implantation
In 1965, Geoff Dearnaley initiated the Harwell project on ion implantation. His interest in ion implantation coincided with the time that Walter Marshall (frS 1971; soon to become Director of Harwell, later Chairman of the UKaea, and subsequently lord Marshall of Goring, Chairman of the Central electricity Generating Board (see fishlock & roberts 1998)) began to diversify Harwell's research with vigour. Walter Marshall expressly aimed to implement the 'principle of maximum unfairness', namely to develop world-class technologies and then transfer the technologies to UK industry with maximum exploitation rights in return for a financial share of the successes. It had been clear for some time that civil nuclear technology was maturing, so government expenditure on straightforward nuclear research was harder to justify. yet the new technologies and the experience and skills of UKaea staff could surely be used more widely. The 1965 Science and Technology act allowed the UKaea limited freedoms to conduct some commercially funded work outside the nuclear energy remit, where it had always been permitted to undertake fee-paying work for customers. like many wellintentioned acts, it had unintended consequences. Stuart nelson has observed: the UK industry was just not interested [in ion implantation] at the time we started the programme at Harwell. I can remember well the frustration we all felt at the time. as usual it was the USa who took up the initiative, and from my own knowledge of US companies and conferences, a lot of its success rode on the back of our work at Harwell.
Geoff's work was seminal, pushing forward the science and creating opportunities for the exploitation of ion implantation in semiconductors. The project soon became one of the largest worldwide. one of the strengths of the best national laboratories was the ability to draw together rapidly a multidisciplinary task force. following Geoff's initiative, Walter Marshall called a meeting of interested parties from four Divisions: Geoff Dearnaley from nuclear Physics, Harry freeman from Chemistry, Kanwar Kandiah and Ted Cooke-yarborough from electronics and applied Physics, and Stuart nelson from Materials. Under the auspices of the underlying research programme, four closely connected programmes were started. Dearnaley looked at the range distribution of implanted ions in silicon, with particular reference to channelling, by using selective oxidation to remove thin layers gradually from the surface. freeman developed novel isotope separators with specific reference to the implantation of phosphorus and boron, the two main elements required for p-type and n-type doping of semiconductor silicon. nelson used transmission electron microscopy to look at radiation damage effects in silicon, showing that the implanted layers became amorphous but could be annealed on heating to 600 °C and the crystallinity restored. finally, Kandiah and J. Stephen looked into the electrical effects of implanted devices. These programmes laid the basic scientific groundwork for implantation into semiconductors. The team made the very first ion-implanted metal-oxide-semiconductor (MoS) transistor, using the oxide layer as a mask. In 1973, four of these scientists (Dearnaley, freeman, nelson and Stephen) published the first book on ion implantation (8), its 800 pages defining the state of the art.
apart from setting the scientific background for ion implantation, perhaps the biggest direct practical output from the programme was Harry freeman's implanter itself, which, as Stuart nelson observed, 'has become the grandfather of the many thousand derivative implanters that are in use today.' archie ferguson has remarked on Geoff's ability to adapt and re-use equipment. When the days of the 500 keV Cockcroft-Walton accelerator were over as a nuclear physics facility, Geoff fitted a universal ion source to it so it could provide beams not only of gaseous elements but also of chemically active species such as phosphorus. This accelerator provided much deeper implants than the widely used mass separators, and it proved an important tool in his research in ion implantation.
His interest in semiconductor studies and his opportunities to implant many species led him to some neat experiments. With a student, Ken Steeples, he looked at the effectiveness of electrical isolation in Gaas when different hydrogen isotopes were implanted (9). The lazy way would have been to try implanting protons, then deuterons, and then extrapolate. Geoff decided they should try tritium too. extrapolation failed completely: deuterium was much more effective than either hydrogen or tritium. Why was this? With some supporting theory from Marshall Stoneham, what emerged was this. The isolation was made possible by residual damage, not hydrogenic centres. normally, there is quite effective recombination-enhanced diffusion of the intrinsic defects, which then recombine to reduce the damage. for deuterium, however, the local vibrational mode is an almost exact submultiple of the bandgap, so carriers recombine fast and are unable to assist the annealing of native defects.
Geoff was always willing to mentor and to teach younger scientists. Michael Thompson moved to a chair of experimental physics at Sussex in 1965, where he developed a postgraduate course in conjunction with two other universities, Salford and Surrey, so as to make better use of human resources in teaching and in gathering together a larger group of students. The courses, which ran for quite a few years, won support from the Science and engineering research Council. Such an inter-university collaboration was novel, as was its modular form and, especially importantly, the appointment of some distinguished scientists from industry and government research establishments as visiting professors. one such professor was Geoff Dearnaley. This was particularly appropriate because, as Michael Thompson notes, ion implantation had emerged as a hot topic for materials research and development:
Many of the students on the Modular MSc course 'atomic Collisions in Solids' came from industrial labs to learn about ion implantation, and many university groups were applying for grants from the research Council to set up ion implantation machines. The Council wanted a policy and criteria for judging priorities and Geoff was chosen to be the Chairman of a special Ion Implantation Panel to advise in this matter. after due consultation and consideration he brought forward a report which was adopted by the research Council and influenced many other bodies. This was an important document in forming UK science policy and also internationally. Geoff's reputation grew accordingly as industrial applications followed. advances in the technology of thin films and electronic devices owed much to his foresight and his many onward-leading experiments at Harwell. another important step occurred in 1970, when Geoff organized the european Conference on Ion Implantation at reading. as Kent Coulter has remarked, the meeting series had 'a couple of starts and stops in the early 1980s' but 'evolved into Surface Modification of Metals by Ion Beams (SMMIB)', a robust and continuing series.
Ion implantation technology in the UK could have contributed enormously to industrial performance in the UK and to national prosperity. Sadly, major opportunities were missed (Dickson 1985) . This neglect was a major factor in Geoff's subsequent move to the USa, where ion implantation technology was embraced and being vigorously developed.
later developMents
The 'Blue Tank' Those who knew Geoff at Harwell, such as Tony Hughes and Stuart nelson, attest to his continuing ingenious and yet practical approaches, for instance to use implantation either to limit oxidation of metals or to improve oxide quality. as the semiconductor programmes ran down, Geoff turned to other aspects of ion implantation, particularly engineering components and tools. In the early days of the subject (in the 1970s), he worked with nick Hartley, who later became a Director of the european Commission in Brussels. Several important characteristics of ion implantation were advantageous to this range of applications including the selection of doping species, potentially low-room-temperature implantation, and non-dimensional changes to components being implanted. These advantages attracted a range of industrial customers including Jaguar, Mars and rank Hovis McDougall, interested in treating crankshafts, steel rollers for making Maltesers (a special type of chocolate) and sliced bread, respectively.
Geoff realized from a very early stage that if advanced technology was to be transferred into industry it had to be demonstrated at a scale that was industrially credible. as a result, the so-called 'Blue Tank' ion implanter was able to produce an ion beam 1 m in diameter. This demonstrated the scope to implant large components weighing some tons, and also the capacity to implant many small objects, and so provided convincing evidence of the necessary economies of scale. Geoff used the Blue Tank to implant objects varying from aero engines to tools for plastics extrusion. The extended lives of such components were very valuable to industry. With a three-year programme funded by the old Department of Trade and Industry requirements Board, several commercial implanter companies were encouraged, some still surviving. Harwell's professional photographer, eric Jenkins, even won a national photographic prize in 1989 for a picture of crankshafts being implanted under a characteristic blue-purple glow, as the nitrogen ion beam ionized some of the residual nitrogen gas in the chamber (figure 1).
Hip joint replacements
further, more refined work addressed the wear characteristics of hip joints. Surgeons in the 1970s to 1990s had to be careful about replacing a hip joint in too young a patient, for fear that most replacements would last only 15 years and so would themselves need to be replaced. Geoff's work demonstrated that ion implantation of the femoral head could increase wear resistance some 400-fold. When Geoff's work came to national attention, he was drawn enthusiastically into the more strategic aspects of his discoveries and insights. Jim asher, Head of the Tandem accelerator at Harwell (and later Chief operating officer of Coller IP Management ltd), has recalled:
In the old nuclear Physics Division days, I worked with Geoff (in the early to mid 80s) on a number of projects and research papers on measuring wear improvements resulting from ion implantation-an area he made very much his own-and trying to understand the mechanisms behind the improvements. among these projects was work done on wear measurement and wear resistance improvement on replacement hip joint implants, in collaboration, amongst others, with the royal national orthopaedic Hospital at Stanmore. Geoff was also involved for a time with one of the BSI [British Standards Institution] committees working at the time on standards for hip joints and the search for a standard better than the existing 'trouser-leg' test. Geoff, after his retirement from Harwell, and while working for SWrI [South West research Institute], underwent simultaneous double hip replacement. He noted the irony that, because of his age at the time of the operation, he was not qualified to be fitted with one of the superior joints to which his work had contributed.
Friends and colleagues
as the industrial programme developed he was always sought after by very experienced scientists drawn from across the world and working at Harwell. Carl Sofield was one such excellent, australian, experimental scientist: I remember Geoff used to join the Tandem group at lunch in the canteen occasionally, and was well known for cracking very dry puns (what civilized old ways we had). He was also a regular figure 1. The Blue Tank, Harwell, in operation. The blue glow comes from a nitrogen plasma produced by the incident ion beam ionizing some of the residual gas in the vacuum chamber. (reproduced with permission from the United Kingdom atomic energy authority.) (online version in colour.) port of call for discussions on any observations that appeared a puzzle to his colleagues. During such chats in his office he would often go to his large collection of books and journal reprints to present us with relevant material often from many years before. I do recall a colleague asking if he had any data on the range of alpha particles in air, whereupon he thought for a moment, and then emptied his waste paper bin on the floor and recovered a recent reprint on the subject.
Jim asher remembers similar circumstances that caught the attention of the national press: Geoff was a mine of information about so many areas of material and related science and such a wide variety of research activity. His office (not a small one!) was famous for its high piles of papers on all surfaces of his desk, the floor, bookcases and tables (archie ferguson described this as 'his deep-litter system of filing his papers'). Despite that, he seemed always able to recall, and quickly locate in the right pile, a paper that he needed to refer to, whenever I called on him.
In a large article in the Sunday Times one weekend featuring his work, his office was referred to, I seem to recall, as an 'aladdin's Cave' of scientific information-an observation with some insight! Geoff's ability to encourage and inspire younger scientists continued unabated during his years at Harwell and while at South West research Institute (SWrI) in San antonio, Texas. one of his later staff, Chris Bedell, recalls:
fresh from Bristol University with a degree in physics, my first ever full-time job was at the UKaea, Harwell. It was a very exciting time for me-none of my fellow graduates could say they were working in an old aircraft hangar with a nuclear reactor in the corner! Geoff was the leader of the team, and I immediately felt welcome, and despite my real-world inexperience, my opinion was valued. over the next four years Geoff would guide and nurture me as I expanded my role, eventually taking over the management of the Ion-assisted Coatings facility. This shiny new piece of stainless steel equipment was Geoff's brainchild, and he appeared to have a continuous stream of ideas for potential new avenues of research using it. as a result, there were many times when our research team was struggling to keep up-but if Geoff was frustrated with our progress, he never seemed to show it. Geoff's inventiveness and enthusiasm for pushing back the boundaries were almost limitless, but so too were his patience and kindness. I could not have wished for a better boss.
Geoff's very last PhD student at Harwell, Simon romani (now Head of the Materials Science Transmission electron Microscopy facility at liverpool University), has also recalled Geoff's boundless interest in physics (a banner above his desk read 'Physics is fun'): Geoff Dearnaley's academic prowess was internationally recognized and yet, as a nervous undergraduate physics student first visiting the Harwell site in 1984, to attend an interview for an Industrial Placement, he immediately put me at my ease. We toured the Ion Implantation and Van de Graaff facilities, Geoff filling every moment with fascinating descriptions of the latest theories and long history of surface modifications and how work being carried out would benefit society. from that very first day, his contagious enthusiasm filled me with a thirst to learn and a will to develop my own capabilities that has remained with me ever since. The support that Geoff provided me during the Ph.D. work that I subsequently completed at Harwell could not have been better. He always made time to chat about work, providing exactly the right amount of encouragement and suggestion to allow me to develop my skills as a researcher and professional scientist. Project discussions were never formal affairs; I distinctly remember Geoff, dressed in a light cream-coloured suit (an uncommon colour in those days), sitting cross-legged on my desk discussing damage cascades and vacancy production in silicon. We rarely met in his office, Geoff preferring to get out and about and drop in for an apparently informal chat that would often leave me buzzing with ideas. I am sure this was by design, his always approachable demeanour encouraging self-direction and development from within. of course, there was always another reason for avoiding meeting in his office; the mounds of papers covering his entire office from floor to ceiling, making group meetings a little too cosy-as well as attracting regular warnings as a fire hazard from the site safety officers! Simon romani relates, sadly, that he rather lost touch with Geoff after his departure to Texas, meeting up only briefly during a visit he made to the UK in the late 1990s:
Despite only rare contact over the many years, it is testament to Geoff's selfless generosity that when I contacted him for advice as recently as May 2009, he was, as always, enthusiastic and supportive. He made no mention of his illness and wished me well. I only found out weeks later that he had passed away just a few days after that communication. To me, and I am sure to many others fortunate enough to have benefited from his exceptional tutelage, Geoff will always be as fundamental a force in the Universe as the forces binding the atoms that he spent his life musing over.
as the commercial programme became more enduring and the basis of the aea Technology Division (and subsequently the floated company aea Technology plc) of the UKaea, Geoff's scientific skills and networks were always in demand across such subject areas as diamond-like coatings (dlc), ion-assisted coatings, silicides for semiconductors, and rapid thermal annealing of implanted semiconductors. Indeed, as Ian Buckley-Golder, then Head of the Surface Science Department, Harwell, where Geoff was Chief Scientist, recalls, he was particularly good at creating multi-disciplinary, multi-client funded research and development programmes. The ion-assisted coatings club was a pre-eminent example, being extended from an initial three years to a full six-year programme, in view of the advances being demonstrated in wear resistance, optics, corrosion resistance, and so on:
There was no doubting the quality of his creativity and intellectual rigour, plus the sheer enthusiasm he could bring to bear on many technical challenges, which industrial colleagues deeply appreciated. Geoff really tried to offer and demonstrate solutions to their problems, time and time again.
The dlc work was particularly creative and applicable to a wide variety of industrial challenges such as those in optics, orthopaedics and electronics. one remarkable innovation happened by serendipity. one day, treating a large tool used in plastic forming by ion implantation, there was a failure of the diffusion pump maintaining the vacuum in the chamber, creating a fine 'mist' of oil, which condensed on the tool and was converted to dlc by the ion bombardment. The company that subsequently tested the tool remarked on the fantastic performance. Harwell's previous experience of dlc was as a problem, interfering with heat transfer on reactor fuel elements. However, Geoff realized it could be a solution to other problems. By carefully introducing a silicone oil or hydrocarbon into the Blue Tank, under well-defined conditions, it was possible to use the nitrogen ion beam from the implantation equipment in the Blue Tank to crack the oil that had condensed onto a surface to be coated, and so produce a large-area, low-temperature, thin dlc layer. The work was totally novel and inventive, and was capable of industrial application. for this work Geoff was awarded one of his many patents. Professor Steve Bull (later Head of the School of Chemical engineering and advanced Materials at newcastle University) also worked with Geoff towards the end of his Harwell career as a fellow senior scientist, and has recalled: the main thing that I remember about working with Geoff was his enthusiasm-he had a lot of very good ideas and started research off in many different areas … he managed to get ion implanta-tion and ion-beam-assisted deposition (as shown in the diagram [figure 2]) accepted by industry, which is a great achievement. This achievement was recognized by his election to the fellowship of the royal Society in 1993, his citation reading:
Distinguished for his contributions to the physics of materials and the way their properties are affected by the incorporation of other atoms by ion implantation. In particular, he has developed ways of making new semiconductor materials and improving the wear and corrosion resistance of metals, work which has been applied in areas as diverse as electronics, nuclear fuel cladding and hip replacement joints.
The UKaea, and Harwell in particular, went through dramatic changes from the mid 1980s onwards. even someone as versatile and effective as Geoff could see dark clouds. With his international reputation he was well placed to find other positions that might allow him to continue the work he enjoyed. from 1993 to 1994 he was already an Institute Scientist and Program Manager at SWrI. at about this time, the Dearnaleys' marriage faded and dissolved, sadly, but amicably, for they continued to correspond until Geoff's death. So, for several reasons, he moved to SWrI as Vice President of the Materials and Structures Division.
Geoff had spent more than three decades at Harwell, an immensely productive period that had resulted in many patents, reports and publications. Indeed, on his departure from Harwell, he was presented with six large bound volumes of his published papers and reports (figure 3). The transition from Harwell to SWrI was one that Geoff relished in anticipation. He was very fond of the USa and its way of life. British colleagues were a little concerned, however, on his behalf, as a long-standing Harwell colleague, Jim asher, notes:
Geoff always portrayed the image of a very private person and a gentleman in all his dealings and perhaps did not seem the type of person who would be at home in SWrI in the one-time 'frontier' town of San antonio famous for Davy Crockett and the siege of the alamo. San antonio had transformed from its frontier origins, but a permanent move to a new country is very different from even extended stays. nevertheless, he appeared to fit in well there-possibly a tribute to his adaptability. He had a great sense of humour and actively participated in witty exchanges and pun-making over the communal lunch-tables in the old Harwell restaurant. Perhaps it was this sense of humour that helped him settle in so easily.
Kent Coulter observed how Geoff established the Surface engineering Program at SWrI, combining roles as Institute Scientist and Project Director for Surface engineering. Jim arps recalls:
one of the first orders of business was to design and equip a large vacuum chamber similar to the Harwell 'Blue Tank'. When completed in 1995, the facility was the largest of its kind in the U.S. In the years that followed, Geoff and his colleagues expanded the program to include a staff of more than a dozen scientists and technicians and several large systems for hard coatings, reelto-reel processing of flexible polymer substrates, and plasma immersion ion processing. In 1996, Geoff's achievements were recognized by his appointment as Vice-President responsible for the Materials and Structures Division; he led a team of more than 60 people working in such diverse areas as gas turbine materials, biomaterials, mechanical testing, and failure analysis.
Geoff's creative output while at SWrI was nothing short of prodigious: he submitted 37 patent applications during the period february 1995 to august 2009, one of which was posthumous, and nearly all were the result of collaborative work with a range of scientists including Kevin Walter, Terrence Godfrey, Mark van Dyke, James lankford Jr, Cheryl Blanchard and James arps. The familiar subjects ranged widely, including ultra-smooth dlc, coatings and lubrication methods for magnetic media, bioactive ceramics, environmentally friendly chromium coatings and alloys, and non-irritating anti-microbial coatings. However, it is testimony to both the creativity of his mind and his ability to adapt his science to new problems and applications, always seeking solutions, that some of the non-familiar subject areas included measurement of Cn emissions from spark plugs, and a rapid-deployment countermeasure system and method.
one area of note was in the use of vacuum-deposited catalysts in the preparation of proton-exchange membrane fuel-cell electrodes. Progress in the adoption of fuel-cell technology in the automotive area will depend to a large extent on the economics of platinum catalyst use, component manufacturing costs, and the resultant performance in a fuel-cell system. With his colleague Jim arps, Geoff conceived of a large-area, low-catalyst-content preparation method that was ultimately developed and successfully demonstrated as part of multiyear, multimillion-dollar efforts sponsored by the US Department of energy. The major achievement of this programme was the commission of a pilot-scale manufacturing facility capable of coating more than 100 000 m 2 of electrode material annually-enough to facilitate the production of fuel-cell 'engines' for tens of thousands of automobiles. Several patents developed in support of this programme were assigned to industrial sponsors; however, the vast bulk of Geoff's intellectual property was endowed to SWrI, providing a significant legacy to the institute. on leaving SWrI, Geoff continued with the Institute as a consultant, and he also became a fellow of rowan Technology Group in the USa, where he was involved in several technology development and transfer programmes from the laboratory to industry. Interestingly, Geoff's association with the principals of rowan stretched back over many years, as Dr Ken legg of rowan has summarized: I was one of the earlier people who was intrigued by his work and set up a company in the early 1980s to pursue the technology of ion implantation of metals. Geoff pioneered this technology at Harwell, and those of us working in the field all looked up to him as 'the father of ion implantation'.
Dr legg pointed out that some companies continue to provide the technique for improving prosthetic implants. Geoff's work has doubtless saved many people the trauma of going through surgical revisions for worn knee and hip joint implants.
Geoff's contributions were innovative and impressive, and the work provided the basis for much subsequent development of the underlying science and of the technology that grew out of it. out of Geoff's science grew the technology of ion-assisted deposition of metallurgical coatings, which gave more control over the coating than is typically available in PVD (physical vapour deposition) coatings. This approach is currently used, for example, in coatings that provide erosion resistance to helicopter engine turbine blades. Such interplay of science and technology was, of course, typical of the way in which laboratories such as Harwell worked (Cottrell 1992) and had helped to shape Geoff's own approach.
Dr legg recalls:
When I first met him I had just completed a post-doc at an american university, and found him to be very supportive and eager to share his knowledge and experience with others. During all the years I knew him, Geoff was a clever, spirited scientist with a quick, sharp, dry wit. He was a true gentleman, always kind, and generous with his time with younger scientists and newcomers-exactly the way a senior scientist should be, and a true representative of the very best that one would expect from fellows of the royal Society [ figure 4 ].
personal notes Jean Dearnaley notes:
When we married, Geoff was a scientific atheist, but was always very interested in philosophy and particularly the edge where philosophy meets science. We had some fascinating conversations over the years. He was also very much aware of the spiritual side of life, which I think he found primarily in music, nature and William Blake's poetry. He was always fascinated by Blake: at one time he talked about writing a book about him when he retired. I remember he bought a couple of original copies of his etchings which we had in the living-room. In his 50s he was introduced to Baptist Christianity [which, to some extent, catalysed his move to the USa]. In his 60s, Geoff became a convinced and practising Christian. Carol ann Campbell, Geoff's US partner from 1995, saw a similar side to him: 'from the first I met him, he was always amazing me. He engaged with life like a kid at the sea shore, taking it all in, never tiring of exploring this cosmos and the world we inhabit.' arriving in San antonio, 'he poured himself into two passionate projects: building his home and his new work situation at the Institute.' Both were demanding but rewarding. 'one look at the garage of his home on the outskirts of San antonio showed that he was a do-it-yourselfer.' When Carol ann met him, as she relates, he had lived in the house less than a year. Working on this house and the ¾ acre 'garden' brought him much joy in the early San antonio years, even when climbing ladders after his double hip operation. In england, Geoff had had an alpine garden. In Texas, he planted and nurtured plants that were not adapted to the climate. He nursed them with special soils, raised pots, collected rainwater, and fertilizer, until his mobility problems made this impractical. Geoff loved to cook [or concoct, as Carol ann described it], and made a formidable curry. His experiments could go wrong. So he found it not a good idea to cook planked salmon inside a house with a fire alarm, on a cedar plank set directly on the stovetop grill, even with a large lid over it to control the smoking. He was sceptical of the medical profession, and thought about natural health products and how they might make sense scientifically.
as his formal work schedules became less demanding after retirement, [Geoff and Carol ann] took time to enjoy life, mainly: entertaining, reading (always reading!), travelling, church, working on the house, and attending the symphony or any other music concerts that we fancied.
He appreciated art and beauty in many forms, and was very well informed about the fine arts. The two of them went to the University Methodist Church, where the yale-trained pastor was 'worth a listen'. Geoff was a Christian and was loved and respected by the others in a group of thoughtful, committed Christians. He was reading widely-philosophy, science and religionand was able to add a new dimension to the discussions. Geoff said that he had turned to Christianity after years of questioning and reading and pondering. He and Carol ann attended Barclay's Sunday School Class, an adult discussion group, and several personal letters attest to his insights and inspiration. He was influenced by C. S. lewis and by an english 'prophetess' named Julian of norwich (a medieval woman mystic and religious writer) and often referred to them. one of Geoff's favourite sayings to soothe away worries was Julian's assurance from God that 'all will be well, and all will be well, and all manner of things shall be well.' He had more time to explore interests in the metaphysical aspects of our existence, and worked to unite seemingly disparate threads of theology, philosophy, and science. This led him through hundreds of books, 'using his intellect like a razor, tossing aside the chaff and keeping that which seemed to hold nuggets of truth or potential.' Ideas 'from Whitehead's process philosophy, lyn Margulis, John Polkinghorne, robert Solomon and Kathleen Higgins, Carl Jung, Sir Karl Popper, Michael Behe, David Bohm, elaine Pagels, roger Penrose, Michael Denton, and nT Wright emerged as favourites in his search for golden threads.' His own book, complete in draft, remains unpublished.
Geoff was well travelled. This wonderful privilege of being a scientist, as he put it, meant he had visited more than 40 countries, and was very aware of the beauty around on all sides. The challenges of camping appealed to him. How does one keep an uprooted tent from blowing away in a horrible night gale? Until his health intruded, he enjoyed hiking, boating and cycling. He had a striking memory for poetry, for π to the 14th significant figure, and for a treasury of funny and quirky human anecdotes to share. He was very widely read, with always a few books in progress. He exchanged recommendations and suggestions with Jean and also with his 96-year-old aunt ruth. ruth was a very special friend to Geoff, who wrote every week in the last years. Their penpal relationship, Carol ann notes, meant more to him as he was less able to get about and socialize; ruth maintained an amazing and full life, and treasured Geoff as much as he treasured her.
all his friends and acquaintances mention how important he was as a mentor to those around him, and his kindness in offering support. even dealing with cold-calling salespersons, he would show courtesy. for example, Phone salesperson: How are you today, Sir?
Geoff: Well, it is kind of you to ask. let's see, I felt well enough when I awakened at 7, but then my breakfast didn't sit so well …, or … I never buy or give anything to anyone who calls me on my home phone. now, what did you want? Kent Coulter remembered Geoff as the 'consummate British gentleman who was always willing to help and went out of his way to integrate me into the group he had built.' Kent's son had an even more favourable view. When Kent was describing Geoff and the contributions he made to the field of ion beam modification, his 11-year-old son, a lover of Star Wars, said 'Geoff must be a Jedi warrior because the force was with him.' as Kent remarked, he thought his son was right: 'the force was with Geoff and he used it to the benefit of us all. ' Geoff was generous to charities that really did what their promotional literature suggested they did. He could not stand the thought of good people being hard up, homeless or hungry. among his favourite charities were Habitat for Humanity, the Salvation army, and father richard, whose work provides food and medical help for the have-nots in poverty-torn countries. after his youngest son, nick, died a few years ago, Geoff was understandably distraught. He lightened the weight of grief through his own kindness, lovingly supporting nick's family (daughter-in-law Heather, and four grandchildren) until his own death. Geoff never complained about anything. He was broad-shouldered and philosophical. He tried to live in keeping with Julian of norwich's dictum 'all will be well'.
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